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With its own loyalty program, Hungama rewards you for predefined actions on our platform. Accumulated coins can be redeemed for a Hangama subscription. You can also use Hangama's web credentials to log in to the Hangama app (Music &amp; Movies) and exchange coins to download MP3/MP4 tracks. You must be a registered user to enjoy the
benefits of the Rewards program. Killick Party Theatrical Film Poster Director: Richab Shetty Produced by G.S. Seven Odds: [1] Laxit Shetty Richab Shetty Abhesh Dananjai Ranjan Kiranraj Chandrajit Beriappa Screenplay by Rishab Shetty Story by Rakshitthe Ajanesh Loknath Cinematography by Guptaxitthe Ajanesh Loknath Cinematography Editing by
Calum Chawla; Sabin Ravi Production Company Paramba Studio Pushkar Films Tribute by Jayanna Films Release Date December 29, 2016 (Premiere Show) December 30, 2016 (2016-) 12-30( India) Running time 165 minutes 165 minutes Country Indian language Kannada budget: 4 crore[2] Box office 50 crore[3][4] Killik party is a 2016 Indo-Kannada
campus romantic comedy film directed by Richab Shetty, G. Starring S. Gupta and Laxit Shetty are Laxit Shetty, Rushmika Mandanna, Samikta Hegde[6] Aravind Iyer, Danangjai Ranjan, Chandan Achar and Pramod Shetty. Laxitt wrote the story for the film and also co-wrote the screenplay with team Seven Odds separately from playing the main character.
The film is Richab Shetty's second director's venture after Ricky. On April 21, 2016, the chief photography be started at The Marnado Institute of Technology in Hassan. [8] The film became one of the greatest Kannada films of all time, celebrating 250 days in more than 15 theaters and complete a 365-day multiplex. [3] The film was remade in Telgue as a
Kirak party. [9] The Killick Party tells the story of a gang of naughty students led by the main character Karna (Laxit Shetti), who has just entered the Faculty of Engineering. They belong to a different flow of engineering, but develop bonds while staying together in a hostel. The treatment is stylish with light humor while exploring the college life of these young
people. Karna, the main character from a small town has joined this engineering college as a mechanical engineering student and he ganged up with his hostel mates Loki, Alexander, Manja and others to cause a lot of mischief at the university During the first year, he questions Saanvi 's (Rushmika Mandanna) final year student and certain incidents affect
Karna's life and his very basic thought process. The second half begins with Arya (Samikusa Hegde), a fun girl who is a first-year electrical engineering student at the same university and finally falls in love with mechanical engineering student Karna (Rakshith Shetty), both of whom begin to love each other. Karna and the gang's progress from a bunch of
prank makersAdults are the theme of the Killick Party. It is a fun movie with a lot of melodious songs. The plot story begins with a song that introduces the characters in the movie. Karna is a freshman and meets Saanvi's final year and the daughter of a police officer. Everyone on campus likes Sanvi and Carna's friends. But Saanvi approaches Karna and
they both make good friends. Saanvi is the writer of a book about the life of a sex worker and she knows sex workers personally. The sex worker is pregnant and one day she get labor pain. Saanvi will take her to the hospital with Karna. Sex workers give birth to baby girls and keep the baby's name as Saanvi. Karna hugs the baby and becomes emotional.
Saanvi always thought of Karna as a fun, loving, bubbly man. Seeing Karna as an innocent and emotional Saanvi suggests that Karna will discover the second half. They become close friends and start going out together. At the girls' hostel, the girls were celebrating the last year student send-off party, but even the boys enter the hostel and everyone starts
singing and dancing. The boy left the hostel and Sernvi and her friend decided to drink, but Sernvi refuses to do so, but for her friends she drinks a bit of vodka. While dancing, Sanvi falls from the window of the hostel room and dies. Karna gets upset. Everyone starts talking about Zaanvi in the wrong way, even Saanvi's father gets drunk and angry. I get angry
to see all this karna and start to beat his seniors. Three years later, Karna becomes the last year, stubborn and rude. He's in his final year and Arya is doing her first year in the electric stream and his junior falls in love with Karna. Karna and his friends get away for a fight and he forms another group. Karna stands for university election, wins elections and also
becomes president of the university. Arya wants to change Karna. She wants to make Karna when he is a freshman in college. Arya and Karna go on a long drive where Karna and Arya do some naughty things that bring a smile to Karna's face. Arya unknowingly brings Karna to Saanvi's house. Karna looks at her photos with Savi's parents in the house and
gets emotional. Zaanvi's father apologizes for not trusting his daughter and thanks Karna for the diary he gave after Khanvi's death. Saanvi's father has Karna keep a diary and read it. Karna leave the house and on the way to the home of the sex worker he and Servi helped during her labor pain. Karna sees a sex worker's child and gets emotional as her
name is Also Servi. Karna leaves home to meet Arya, tells him what he has lost in the past, asks him to come to reality, and from there gives him an emoji badge and leaves. Karna gets stuck in Arya's words and leaving it elsewhere on her bike. Karna ended up selling the car he and his friends bought in the first year and giving money for the education of sex
workers' children. On his trip Karna learns that he is in loveHe returns to college. It was his last day in college. Karna writes two letters to Arya, another to the principal, who states that he and his friend locked him in a car and blamed other friends. In Arya's letter, he writes that he loves her and wants to be with her. Karna and his friends return together,
forming the same bond as in the first year. The principal forgives Karna and his friends without reading the letter. At the send-off party Arya comes with a letter and tells Karna that he is a really good person and he accepts his mistake and asks him to give her a letter to the principal, not her. Everyone is shocked and Karna notices that he exchanged letters.
The principal reads the letter and knows that Karna loves her daughter, Arya. Finally, the principal shouts at Karna. A student casting Laxit Shetty as Karna and studying mechanical engineering Rushmika Mandana as Savi Joseph, a decent and disciplined girl from Kaana, I love Karna's interest. Aravind Ierepramod Shetty, an automotive mechanic as Lokesh
Kumar Dananjai Ranjan, an extraverted girl who loves Dr. Atadariya's daughter, Karna Achuut Kumar, as Guhaus, daughter of strict police officer Samutta Hegde: Junanesh Rajas Kumar, Dr. Rajas Manjunat Gouda Krishna Raghu Ramanacoppa Hanumantegouda. Marnado Engineering College K.S. Sridar Raghu Pandeshwar Principal: Watchman Narayana
Dinesh Mangalor Salman Ahmed (Pouvaya[11] Sriharsha Maiya Raghavendra N. Aishwarya Achapa, During the promotion of Bhagaya Slavi Nitidhar Rao Alohita Gaudadoupi's Ricky, Laxit Shetty announced that his next film would be a killik party and that the former director, Richab Shetty, would direct again. He added that most of Ricky's crew appear in
the film except for Haripriya, as the film demanded a fresh female lead. He said the film would have been made on a budget of 4 crore. In a December 2016 interview with The Times of India, he wrote a story from six years ago and said he was inspired by his college experience. Karna [his character in the movie] was like I was in college. He's actually a
combination of me and my best friend's traits. I was a naughty guy at the time and it has changed a lot since then. After moving to Bengaluru, I got serious casting and filming I was asked by an associate director to audition for a Laxit Shetty movie, but I thought it was a prank! My p. The U-board exam was done, but nevertheless, I went to Jayanagar for an
audition. The door opened and I was shocked to see Laxit in front of me. They explained the plot to me and I liked it. After I auditioned, they told meAnd he said, Welcome to the Killick Party -- Samikta Hegde, land a role in the film. Rushmika Mandana told The Times of her entry into the film industry: The creators of the Killik Party approached me to act in the
film, seeing pictures of me from the Clean &amp; Clear Fresh Face 2014 competition in India, where I was dancing during a round of college. So it really made things go. I've always wanted to be in the movies. I watched the actors accept the award and thank their parents in their acceptance speeches. But I honestly didn't think I'd bag such a big movie. I just
say I'm lucky. In March 2016, he starred and directed two women in Bangalore. The manufacturer auditioned more than 400 girls and went through 2,000 profiles for two leading roles. Rushmika Mandana, then a model and a student following her graduation, signed a contract to play the film's first female star. She was chosen after the manufacturer liked the
photo from her win in the Clean &amp; Clear Fresh Face of India 2014 competition. [15] The second role went to Samikta Hegde, then 17, who sought graduation [posted an audition for a supporting role playing a sidekick to Laxitt Shetty's character in the film, and seven short filmmakers, writers, dialogue writers and technicians - Aravind Iyer, Ashwin Rao
Paracchi, Shankar Marty, Danangjai Lanjan, Signed by Chandan, Rajas Kumar and Gili Krishna. Pramod Shetty, who previously worked with Laxit, was also signed. On April 17, 2016, filming began in Mula, Bangalore. [21] A yellow Hindustan Contessa with 3636 on the license plate was used for the film, completed in September and the final leg of a
schedule to produce Song of Travel, which traveled 15 locations in four states: Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and Goa. Richab Shetti devised a mute character in the film and the car was used in its place after certain changes. Detailing the role they play in the film, he said: It's not just about buying a car, but the way they fall in love also make this
car an important part of the film. The car also has the name Killick. The manufacturer spent more than a month finalizing the perfect car before narrowing down the Contessa for its long looks. It will also be auctioned for contributing to social causes during the promotion of the film. On October 27, 2016, Kannada actor Upendra released a trailer for the film at
the Renukamba Preview Theatre in Mareshwaram. It has received more than three views within 48 hours of its launch, breaking the all-time record for trailers for Kannada movies [it has 2 million views on YouTube as of February 2017.] Kirik Party's official app was released for Android on December 20, 2016. Soundtrack MainThe Killick Party (Soundtrack)
Release and Reception Killick Party was given a U certificate by the Regional Censorship Board. It was released in theaters on Karnataka on December 30, 2016. The next few days were released in neighboring Kerala and Tamil Nadu in Karnataka. However, the film was not released in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. It was released the following month
and saw strong openings in the US, Singapore, Dubai, Japan, Israel and parts of Europe. The strong opening of the domestic box office was significant in the sense that it faced tough competition from the already successful run of Hindi film Dangal. Critical response The film opened to positive reviews from critics at its theatrical release. Arcana Nathan, who
writes for Hinduism, called the film Party Down Memory Lane, adding that here is the fundamental theme of self-discovery that runs through the film, and that the soundtrack of Ajanesh Lokanas plays a big part in the experience of this story. [29] Sunayana Suresh of The Times of India rated the film 4 of 5 , Go Ahead, Watch this movie and re-experience
nostalgia from your college days. The Deccan Chronicle's Sash Prasad rated it 4/5 stars and wrote that it seems that both Laxit and Richab Shetti were clinging to the pulse of the new audience. If possible, take your college friends to see the utmost fun and love, he added. Writing on his blog, renowned critic Varadwaj Langan said: All the essentials of our
films are there. Romance. Comedy. Song. Fight. But director Richab Shetty is surprisingly inventive, and these common elements score surprisingly specific colors. He said, Forget La La Land. This is the most inventive musical of 2016. Bangalore Mirror's Sham Prasad rated the star 3.5/5 and said: Director Richab Shetty is going to bring a lively and realistic
performance from all the actors. A. Sharadaa of the New Indian Express, who is particular about detail but doesn't enforce anything, wrote that the film depicts the happiness of a young man's life like never before in a Kannada movie, adding that it touches on a rainbow of experiences with sensibilities and doesn't waste much time, which is essentially a plus
point of cinema. She concluded by praising the music and camera work of the film, as well as praising the performances of all the actors. S. Viswanas of the Deccan Herald called the film a Cacophonous campus tail that spotlights the less highly valued aspects of student life. What's angry is that Richab Shetty believes that inging down a banking class, a copy
of an exam, throwing a tantrum at teachers and principals, whistling at girls on campus, throwing wolves, breaking into hostels and defeating pegs is more fleshy than a realistic depiction of what makes up a student's life, it added.A brilliant performance by Rushmica Mandana and Samikta Hegde. [35] See also box office: List of Indian films 6 crore
(US$840,000) collected during the opening weekend, which is recorded as one of the biggest openings at Kannada cinemas. In January 2017, the distributor revealed that at the end of the week after its release, it had collected a share close to 7 crore (US$980,000) and a total of 10 crore (US$1.4 million). The New Indian Express reported 25 days later that it
seems to have done 25 crore business. By the end of the 75th, it had collected 35 crore (US$4.9 million) and was showing in more than 100 cinemas. [3] The film was the third highest grossing film in history in the Kannada film industry after Mungal Marais and Ramachari grossed more than 50 crore[3] and was released on more than 20 screens on January
6 in the United Arab Emirates, collecting 38 lakh (US$53,000) over three days over the weekend. By then, the total had reached 18 crore (US$2.5 million). [40] After Jolie Hitz acquired distribution rights for an overseas release, she performed strongly in the United States, which was released on more than 60 screens on February 1. It collected US$233,507 at
the US box office in its first weekend and was reported by trade analyst Taran Adalsh: Kannada movie #KirikParty is great in America. Wed + Thu $54,555, Fri $47,480, Sat $92,606.Total: $194,641 [: 1.31 cr] This beat Rangita Ranganga's lifetime collection in one weekend. [41] Awards and Nominations Nominations IIFA Utsavam 5 13 South India
International Film Awards 7 13 Karnataka Film Awards 1 1 Filmfare Awards South 5 7 Svorna Film Awards N/A N The /A Totals Awards received 18 nominations and 34 award dates for awards ceremony winners and nominees, with nominees iifa Utsavam 28-29 March 2017 Best Film G. Guptaraksit Shetty Wong [42][43] Best Director Richab Shetty wins
best acting for lead role - Male Laxit Shetty wins best acting for lead role - Female Rushmika Mandanna wins best supporting role - Male Chandan Achar nominated for best acting while supporting role - Male Chandan Achar is supporting Nominated for best acting among them - Aravind Iyer, starring female Chandan Achar Achappa in a negative role by
Pramod Shetty in a negative role, wins best music direction B. Ajanesh Loknath wins best lyric Laxit Shetty Won Best Playback Singer Award - Male Vijay Prakash (song Bellagedu) Won best rebirth singer — Female Inchara Rao (for for) song Ayo maya) Nominated best story Laxit Shetty nominee Carnataka State Film Award 24 April 24 Best Family
Entertainer Laxit Shetti G. S. Guptarishem Shetty Wins[44] Filmfare Award South Day 17 Best Director Richab Shettywon[45] Best Actor - Critic Laxit Shetty Wins Best Supporting Actress Samiyoukta Hegde Award for Best MusicB. Ajanesh Loknath nominated for Best Lyricist Laxit Shetty (song Kahiondu Helide) best male reproduction singer Vijay Prakash
(song Bellagedu) nominated for Best Female Reproduction Singer Shreya Goshar (song Nienil Sania) 1 July 1 2017 Best Film Paramba Studio Award [46] Best Director Rehab Shetty wins Best Actor Laxit Shetty Nominated Supporting Actor Chandan Achar wins Best Actor for Negative Roles Actress Rushmica Mandanna wins Best Debut Actress Samikta
Hegde Award for Best Music Director B. Ajanesh Loknath wins Best Lyricist Dananjai Rajan Award, Female Playback Singer Shreya Goshal Nominated Entertainment Wong International Business Times Nominated for Best Male Reproduction Singer Vijay Prakash August 19, 2017 ^ b Prabhu, Ganesh (February 4, 2016). The Budget of the Killick Party will
be about 4 crore. Hinduism. ^ a b c Malayalam Movie Premum and Telg Remake Rights Dubbed Laxit Shetty's Killick Party sold. Discuss the rights to other languages. International Business Times March 28, 2017. Acquired on March 28, 2017. ^ There are reports that campus-based films have attracted 1,100 crore at the box office. indianexpress.com ^
Nathan, Alhana (June 9, 2016). Reluctant multitasker. Hinduism. ^ Such a killick party! June 29, 2016. ^ Laxit Shetty's Killick Party Flag Off Next Week. Times of India. ^ Killick Party 100Th Celebration in Hassan. Times of India. ^ Nihir's Kirak Party Nears Completion, Times of India. ^ Nihir's Kirak Party First Look Poster Talk. Hans India December 2, 2017. ^
Killick Party Villain Is The Most Wanted Man! Acquired on March 9, 2017 and March 18, 2017. ^ Prabhu, Ganesh (February 4, 2016). Laxis Shetty's Killick Party will go to the floor in March. Hinduism. ^ Desai, Dwi (December 28, 2016). Here's what Raxit Shetty has to say about the Killick Party, The Times of India. Acquired on January 22, 2017. ^ a b Such a
Killick Party! June 28, 2016. Acquired on January 22, 2017. ^ a b Meatsanvi, hottie from Killick party. ^ Richab Plans killick party. March 4, 2016. It was archived from the original on March 6, 2016. Acquired on January 22, 2017. ^ Oshima, Madu (April 8, 2016). Two new women in Laxit Shetty's life. Times of India. Acquired on January 22, 2017. ^ S.M, Shash
Shasiprastad, April 19, 2016. The Beauty of Lille Villaipet. Deccan Chronicle. Acquired on January 22, 2017. ^ A. Sharadaa (November 26, 2016). Killick Party Sidekick. Acquired on January 22, 2017 on the New Indian Express. ^ ರ  ಯ   ಮುಹೂತ  [Laxit Shetty's Killick Party Begins] (in Kannada). April 17, 2016. Acquired on January 22,
2017. ^ '  '  2400 ೂೕ ೕಟ  ರ  ಪ ಣ ದ ರ   [2,400 km long for travelShetty's Killick Party] (Kannada). September 20, 2016. Acquired on January 22, 2017. ^ A. Sharadaa (December 6, 2016). Classic cars participate in the fun of killick parties. Acquired on February 26, 2017 on the New Indian Express. ^ Killick party car auctioned
for social causes. Times of India. April 19, 2017. Acquired on April 20, 2017. ^ Upondra Releases Killick Party Trailer. chitraloka.com ^ ^Laxit Shetty is back with a 'Kirik Party' trailer to re-experience your engineering college life!- Film Pundit. October 27, 2016. ^ KIRIK Party Gets U It will be released on December 30. chitraloka.com. Archived from the original
on December 21, 2016 and January 2, 2017. Acquired on February 26, 2017. ^ Success Party, Killick Party Sets Record India Grits. February 16, 2017. Acquired on February 26, 2017. ^Ja, Shefari S. (January 5, 2017). The insanely amazing thing that happened after the release of 5 Kirik Party. Asia Net. newsable.asianetnews.tv. Archived from the original
on February 26, 2017. Acquired on February 26, 2017. ^ Nathan, Arsanna (December 30, 2016). Party Down Memory Lane. Hinduism. Acquired by Altana Nathan on January 2, 2017. ^ Killick Party Movie Review. Times of India. Acquired on December 30, 2016 and January 2, 2017 by Sunayana Suresh. ^ Kirik Party Movie Review: Watch with your college
friends for maximum fun.Deccan Chronicles Sashi Prasad acquired on December 30, 2016 and January 2, 2017. ^ Movie Review: Killick Party. Baladwaj Langan January 8, 2017. Acquired on February 8, 2017. ^ Movie Review: Killick Party. Bangalore Mirror. Sham Prasad S. Acquired on December 30, 2016 and January 2, 2017. ^ A. Sharadaa, Young
People Live Killick's Life Here. Acquired on January 22, 2017 on the New Indian Express. ^ S. Vishwanath (January 2, 2017). Highs and lows in campus life. Acquired by Deccan Herald on January 22, 2017. ^ Killick Party Gathers 6 Crore in 3 Days. Chitraloka January 2, 2017. ^ KIRIK Party Released in Chennai and In Takate. chitraloka.com. Archived from
the original on January 7, 2017 and February 11, 2017. Acquired on February 26, 2017. ^ Prasad S., Siam (January 24, 2017). This Kannada movie is in the 10 Crore Club. Times of India. Acquired on February 26, 2017. ^Killick party earns Rs 25 crore in 25 days. New Indian Express January 25, 2017. Acquired on February 26, 2017. ^ Killick Party Makes Rs
38 L in UAE in 3 Days. Acquired on January 10, 2017 and February 26, 2017. ^ Houli, Shekar H. (7 February 2017). Killick Party Box Office Collection: Laxit Shetty's film beat Rangitalanga to become the best gross kannada movie in America. The International Business Times was archived from the original on February 11, 2017. Acquired on February 26,
2017. ^ Janasa Garage, Killik Party Bag Top Honors at IIFA Ussavam 2017..Business Standard India. It was archived from the original on March 30, 2017 and March 30, 2017. Acquired on April 11, 2017. ^ IIFA Ussavam 2017 (2016) Kannada Full Show, Nominations &amp; Winners. Updatebro.com. Archived from the original on March 28, 2017. Acquired
32017 ^ ^Karnataka Film Award Winner 2016. Times of India. ^ The 64th FilmFare Awards 2017 South: Killick Party Is the Night's Big Winner Times of India. ^ SIIMA 2017 Kannada Winners List - idlebrain.com News.IdolBrain. IMDb on Google Play obtained from kirik party on rick party official app
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